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W  e have great news for those concerned with our 
delayed issues. We will be printing our next issue 
(Jan/Feb: Annual Iditarod issue) in the middle of 

Alex and Jem give us the "dinner is behind deadline" eyes.  

Corrections from Issue #172: 
We neglected to provide photo 
credit for last issue's cover photo. 
It was taken by Cindy Lottes. We 
regret the omission. 

"SuperLitters": We mistakenly 
stated that Bullet, from the sec-
ond Zorro x Twiggy cross, "has 
become one of the main breeding 
females for his niece, Brenda Mackey". This is not the 
case, Brenda Mackey bred Bullet extensively for other 
kennels, not for her own kennel. We thank her for 
reaching out and letting us know.

In this issue, Lisbet Norris wrote a heartfelt piece on her grandmother, 
Natalie Norris, who passed in August of 2016. Natalie and her late 
husband Earl, were foundational promoters of dog mushing in Alaska. 
Their legacy lives on in many dog mushing organizations around the 
state and perhaps most notably, their Anadyr line of Siberians that has 
become world-renown. 

Jake Berkowitz shares sage wisdom from interviews with the folks he 
considers to be the best hill climbing teams in North America: Buddy 
Streeper, Mitch Seavey, and Brent Sass. We hope that you find his article 
helpful and applicable to your next training run–no matter if you run 
sprint, distance, or are doing urban mushing! 

Along with our excellent group of regular contributors, Miriam 
Körner, the Collins twins, and Helen Hegener, we welcome John 
Schandelmeier with his piece on the Gin Gin 200; we hope to hear more 
from John in the future.

We will have the Iditarod issue to you shortly; meanwhile, we hope 
you are enjoying your trails and dog team.

Jacob Witkop
Editor and Fellow Musher

February, so we will be nearly caught up! While 
we have maintained a steady production schedule under our 
tenure and have slowly been catching up, we want to say thanks 
for hanging with us and understanding our desire to produce a 
quality magazine. 
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2007 Black Lake Caribou Classic 
A truly traditional experience
story and photos by Miriam Körner 
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Ten years ago I entered my first–and only–sprint race with the 
serious hope I might have a chance to win it. Our dogs are 
working dogs that are used to pulling heavy loads and traveling 

without trail. They do well in mid-distance races where racers are 
required to carry all their gear or where the trail conditions become 
unexpectedly challenging. So why did I get excited about a sprint race? 

It all started with meeting Tommy Bird from Southend at the La 
Ronge gas station. 

“There’s a traditional toboggan race in Black Lake. 2 days, 35 miles. 
Weekend after next. First place is $5,000,” Tommy told Quincy and 
me. 

“Really? We should go, Quincy.” I’ve always wondered what the 
Dene community at the end of the gravel road would be like. And just 

the idea of a traditional toboggan race conjured images in my head of 
olden day trappers returning home with sled loads of fur after a long 
and lonely winter. 

“They only allow traditional toboggans and it must be at least 8 feet 
long; you have one?” Tommy asked.

Coincidentally, we had just acquired a toboggan from our friend 
Burton Penner whose love for traditional craftsmanship shows in the 
cabins, canoes, sleds and snowshoes he builds. Burton uses toboggans 
on his trapline when the snow is deep and soft. We measured 10 feet 
before the curl lifted off the ground. I was sure we were ‘traditional’ 
enough, except maybe the pack board underneath the toboggan board. 
We didn’t ask Tommy if they allowed modern plastic. 

“If worst comes to worst we’ll take the plastic off. I’ll bring a 
screwdriver,” Quincy suggested. 

The most important question was–would our dogs be fast enough 
for a sprint race? Knowing, how slow and draggy our toboggan was, 
we figured despite the short mileage this race would more resemble 
a freight race than a sprint and yes, our dogs were muscled up, had 
many miles on them and would barely be tired after a 35 mile run on a 
good trail. We thought we had a good chance to at least win our entry 
fee of $ 400 back, and embarked on the twelve-hour trip that brought 
us to the northernmost community in Saskatchewan, which could still 
be reached by road. 

The first clue that we might be a bit too optimistic about our winning 

team was seeing the sprinters from Southend, Wollaston, Black Lake 
and Fond-du-Lac carefully unload their ‘traditional’ toboggans. 
Laying on their sides, so the shiny brand-new waxed black plastic 
wouldn’t get scratched, their sleds were not an inch over 8 feet long – 
including the curl in the front. 

The second hint was seeing Brent Beck from Yellowknife pulling up 
to the start line. Surely, he wouldn’t make a 1200 km detour along his 
sprint racing circuit if he didn’t count on winning. 

It didn’t help that our dogs’ last run was a 40-mile-slug breaking 
trail after a foot of fresh snow obliterated our old trail. 

“Are you going camping or racing?” A bystander asked me as I threw 
a bag of snacks for the dogs, my winter parka and camera in my sled 
bag. 

“I might be out there for a while,” I answered defending my rookie 
bulk. 

“With that sled you will,” he agreed and then taking pity on me, “My 
shop is just up that hill. I can cut three feet off your sled right now. 
Won’t take much time.”

I wasn’t sure if I should laugh or cry, but decided for the first. After 
all there was some humor here. I knew how serious the racers in the 
north are about having the fastest dogs, so what on earth made me 
think I’d be competing against the old-time trappers that just came in 
from the bush with their big, furry dogs and not the highly competitive 
mushers with their pointer-crosses? I guess it’s that nostalgic notion 
that somewhere out there someone still does trap by dog team like his 
father and grandfather had done. And maybe someone did, but that 
someone was smart enough not to enter a sprint race. 

“Let the sprinters get out of your way first,” Quincy advised as 
the race marshal started the countdown, but there was no worries 
about getting tangled in the mass start. When I pulled my hook my 
dogs started an enthusiastic 9-mile per hour trot, while everyone’s 
else’s dogs loped off and disappeared in the distance within a couple 
minutes. 

“Hey, guys, this is a race!” But my dogs did not believe me. They 
thought we’d be in for another 8-hour marathon. 

If I remember right, I came in last on the first day. As I was watering 

Black Lake continued on next page
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my dogs the only one left on the ice were the kids climbing on our 
converted school/dog bus. And the friendly gentlemen who repeated 
his offer: “Sure you don’t want to cut off a couple feet of that toboggan? 
I saw you out there; you were closing in towards the end there. You got 
good dogs, but you make ‘em pull too hard.” 

I smiled. “Maybe I’ll pedal tomorrow.” 
The race organizer put us up with a teacher and his three-year old 

son overnight. They were great company, but I rather would have 
listened to dog mushing stories by the local mushers than Dora the 
Explorer on the TV. 

“Trudge, trudge, trudge it’s like walking in fudge, fudge, fudge,” I 
sang the next morning to my dogs. “Trudge, trudge, trudge, we won’t 
budge, budge, budge,” the picture of Dora and friends trudging up a 
sand hill stuck in my head for nearly 30 miles. I’m not sure if it was the 
song or the dogs finally realizing we are in a race, but about halfway 
through the race they started loping and we caught up to a team. That 
lifted the dogs’ spirit – and mine. We passed and the dogs picked up 
pace. Another team! And another. A little late, but suddenly we were 
in racing mode. This time we finished well under three hours.

Amazingly, overall we made fourth place. The trail was slow, the 
sprinters had complained, while my dogs ran on the best trail they 
had all year. Unfortunately, the prize money was only paid out to third 
place. Fortunately, the biggest prize was still waiting for me–hidden 
inside my camera. 

On the second day of the race I had left the camera with Quincy. 
As soon as the racers left the start, an old man pushed his traditional 
toboggan on the ice. Seeing that Quincy knew how to handle dogs, he 
waved him over. “Ah-Ah,” he introduced himself and pointed to the 
dogs tied up behind his house, and Quincy rushed to bring the dogs 
to the lake – big, furry dogs; olden-time dogs. Laid out on the ice were 
single file harnesses, each one fitted to each dog. 

Weeks later I marveled at the pictures Quincy had taken of the 
late Germaine Dadzene (known as Ah-Ah) getting ready to check his 
fishnets. I asked Quincy again and again to repeat the story of how the 
old man had motioned him to jump in his toboggan for a need of some 
extra weight until his dogs’ enthusiasm wore off and finally Quincy 
lost his patience. “Maybe you have to go talk to him yourself.”

And that’s what I did. I returned to Black Lake. This time without 

my dogs. I visited the late Germaine Dadzene with a translator and 
finally found that someone somewhere out there who had continued 
to use his dog team to hunt and to trap even after the snow-machines 
had arrived in Black Lake in the 1970s. And with that the Black Lake 
Caribou Classic will be in my fond memories forever – even though I 
did not enter another sprint race. 

Miriam Körner is the author of Yellow Dog, a novel inspired by 
meeting Elders like the late Germaine Dadzene and listening to 
stories about life on the trapline with dogs before the advent of the 
snow machine. She lives with her husband and their twelve sled 
dogs in northern Saskatchewan, Canada. You can reach her at 
pawsandpaddles@sasktel.net. 

Black Lake continued from previous page
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OPTIMIZE THEIR POTENTIAL!
YOU SPEND A LOT OF TIME & EFFORT TRAINING YOUR TEAM. WHY LEAVE THEIR NUTRITION TO CHANCE?

OPTIMIZE THEIR POTENTIAL!
ANNAMAET HAS BEEN STUDYING WORKING DOGS FOR OVER 30 YEARS!

Made with human grade chicken, salmon, 
or buffalo, our products are GMO free.

Chelated minerals & optimum levels of 
Omega 3 fatty acids support the immune 
system.

L-carnitine helps maintain lean muscle 
mass & increases fat metabolism. Visit annamaet.com to see our complete product line 

Reward your team with Annamaet’s
Canine Companion Treats!

You don’t have to be out-fed
with our supplement line!

Braeön is Proud to Support 
Laura Neese 
in the 2017 
Yukon Quest and 
Iditarod!  

In facing the harsh elements of the Yukon, Laura 
and Braeön will each showcase their strength.

www.braeon.com

201 Minnie St.
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 

907-451-7555

Check out our new website!
WWW.AKGEAR.COM

Parkas • Bibs  • Hats 
Musher Mitts • Sled Bags  and REPAIRS

Specialty Outdoor Gear
Constructed, Designed and Proven in Alaska

Expedition  
Anorak
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Mark Twain once said, “I am not one of 
those who in expressing opinions confine 
themselves to facts”, and when it comes 

to the world of dog sledding, nothing could be 
truer. Every musher has a laundry list of their 
own opinions, some based on facts, some based on 
experience, and some based on nothing at all. The 
art of running sled dogs has a large amount of scientific data that 
guides many of our decisions, but it is someone’s experience and their 
keen sense of intuition and ability to relate with their dogs that takes 
someone from merely an individual that stands on the back of a sled, 
to someone who can be called a champion. 

Perhaps one of the most daunting tasks for someone just starting 
out or someone competing at the highest level is conquering the art of 
climbing hills. Whether it be shorter jagged hills like one might find 
in the John Beargrease, or longer rolling climbs like you would see 
in the Wyoming Stage Stop, or perhaps the most notorious climb in 
the sport–the ascent of Eagle Summit in the Yukon Quest–all of these 
climbs have proven to make or break champions. Throughout this 
article we will look at the opinions of 3 racers (from North America) 
who I felt were some of the top hill climbing teams in the sport: Buddy 
Streeper, Mitch Seavey, and Brent Sass. 

Streeper was hands down #1 on my list, his ability to own the 
Wyoming Stage Stop year in and year out, a race that was built in the 
mountains, has earned him the crown of Top Climber. 

Seavey earned his spot in this group by his team’s ability to strive 
as the conditions get more and more difficult. I remember in the 2013 
Iditarod traveling with Mitch Seavey in the hills between Iditarod 
and Shageluk, while Seavey was comfortably sitting on the back of his 
sled right behind me drinking his tea I was 
ski poling and pedaling along leading us over 
the hills. Seavey’s son, Dallas, was a strong 
contender for this list as well and might 
have as strong of a team or stronger than his 
father when it comes to the hills, but Dallas’s 
incredible athletic ability and unending 
amount of exertion put into running and ski 
poling up the hills left me wondering just how 
strong the younger Seavey’s success in the 
hills was due to his team, or was it just that 
his team never had to pull Dallas up a hill. 

The final spot in this group had to go to 

by Jake BerkowitzHill Climbing Taught By The Champs

Brent Sass. Sass is known for some incredible saves on infamous 
summits such as American Summit and Eagle Summit. In the 2013 
Yukon Quest I witnessed the magic of the Wild and Free hill climbing 
machine, while I was left pulling my own sled up Eagle Summit after 
my team was unable to find the correct trail at the steepest incline, 
here comes Sass blowing by me and reaching the summit without a 
single one of his dogs even looking at my team. 

I believe it was Iditarod Champion Martin Buser that hooked up 
electronic monitoring devices to each of his dogs tuglines to calculate 
how much each individual dog was in fact pulling, and although I 
believe it was partly this scientific data that led him to his decision 
to design the modified X Back / Half Harness that Taiga and himself 
produce now, there is the other side - the non-quantitative and 
scientific side of mushing that we will look at for what it takes to 
produce top hill climbing teams. All three Champion mushers were 
asked the same 7 questions, many of their answers were identical and 
many were drastically different. If I learned one thing throughout 
my career of handling for a multitude of many different top racers, 
is that everyone has a different way of doing something, but if you 
have 3 different mushers of this caliber all agreeing on something – 
LISTEN!!!

Is a dog’s ability / aptitude to charge up hills something you consider 
within your breeding program? Furthermore is hill climbing a 
hereditary trait (like eating) or something that comes from training?

Buddy: Streeper breeds for performance but not necessarily hill 
climbing. A good performing dog in the hills is a good performer 
anywhere (versatility). Streeper was unable to say if hill climbing was 
genetic, but does believe that a good quality dog is definitely a product 
of good genetics.

Mitch: Seavey does not differentiate between hill climbing and 
other obstacles that a dog team might encounter.

mm173_new.indd   8 1/24/17   1:06 AM
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"Hard-charging forward-oriented dogs is 
what we breed – that is the trait you want for 
hill climbing."

Brent: Silver (Sass’s main leader) played a 
huge part in making Sass’s team such a great 
hill climbing team at the beginning of Sass’s 
career - now over 80% of his Kennel is related 
to Silver and the ability to climb hills has 
stayed as a strong point in all his offspring.
Sass believes that it is a balance between 
genetics and training to create a great hill 
climbing team.

Is hill climbing something that you 
incorporate into your training and if so what 
does that look like (interval training, long 
slow climbs, etc…)

Buddy: Does not believe training in the 
hills needs to be done to create a good hill 
team – hill climbing in moderation is not 
detrimental but it is definitely not necessary. 
Too much training in the hills could be 
detrimental since it can lead to gearing your 
dogs down.

Mitch: Seavey lives down on the Kenai 
Peninsula where the majority of his home 
trails are hilly and very choppy. Unlike many 
other mushers that travel to find mountains 
to train on, Seavey travels to get away from 
hill climbing and find flatter ground.

He thinks hill training can be overdone 
and having varying terrain for your dogs is 
extremely important. He has seen dog teams 
that are in excellent shape go and race the 
Knik 200 (a race that it 99% flat) and it proves 
to be very difficult on them because of the 
speed needed to compete in a flat race and no 
variation in the dog’s gaits.

Seavey remembers Bill Cotter saying, “it is 

nice to have a hill climbing team, but Iditarod 
is 90% flat”.

Brent: Hill training is a huge part of Sass’s 
overall training program – perhaps because 
his kennel is surrounded by mountains in 
every direction 

Sass trains on all kinds of pitches and 
several hills/mountains he calls “little Eagle 
Summit” (very steep short climbs) that he 
does regularly. He also has a 5-mile road 
grade climb leaving his kennel and plenty of 
trails that go through the rolling hills of the 
interior for miles and miles. 

Sass trains in all conditions and believes 
one of the biggest things to train a hill 
climbing team is training in the hills in bad 
weather and getting the dogs used to running 
up hills in high winds and less than ideal 
conditions. This prepares them to tackle the 
hills in the races without batting an eye.

Can you have a great hill climbing team 
training only in the flats?

Buddy: Definitely possible.
Mitch: You can develop powerful hill 

climbing teams by using resistance (such as 
a truck, ATV, snowmachine, etc…). Teaching 
a team to run down the hills is something you 
cannot train – dogs need experience going 
downhill and placing their feet correctly.

Brent: Sass’s initial though was: "No way," 
but Sass also admitted he doesn’t have any 
proof to back it up since he’s always training 
in the hills. 

Sass believes having his team mentally 
prepared is more important than physically. 
Dogs don’t like to go slow and if they haven’t 
seen hills they’re going to slow down 
considerably in the hills.

Who are the most important dogs in the 
team that dictate a good hill climb (wheel, 

team, swing, lead)?
Buddy: "This is where a team comes 

together and everyone needs to contribute – 
a weak dog will bring the whole team down."

Mitch: On a curvy trail especially going 
up an incline wheel dogs who will jump from 
side to side on the gangline and help drag the 
sled around a turn are incredibly valuable, 
but Seavey also believes the leaders guiding 
the team and setting the pace hold high value 
as well.

Brent: ALL the dogs in the team need to 
be good hill climbers. In the end if you have 
a whole team of dogs all pulling and excited 
and driving up the hill, you’re going to go a 
lot faster. 

Sass does believe the leaders and the wheel 
dogs set the stage for a successful hill climb. 
A hard driving leader to start the momentum 
and a couple powerful wheel dogs to get the 
weight of the sled moving is critical, but they 
can’t carry the entire team up the hill.

Do you try to keep your team an even speed 
going into the climb or do you try to speed 
them up to gain momentum?

Buddy: "To be good in the hills you have 
to be quiet in the hills."

Streeper doesn’t get off the drag mat until 
his entire team is already into the hill climb. 
At that point Streeper uses the hill as his 
resistance and not his drag mat.

Mitch: "The gangline needs to stay tight 
going into the hill."

If Seavey has 11 strong dogs and they are 
in good shape, he will not exert any of his 
own effort assisting (running, peddling, ski 
poling, etc…) the team. However if the climb 
is very steep he will get off so there is no 
“bogging down”. He warns that you can teach 
your dog’s not to pull in the hills by running 
up every hill. As a child, Seavey recounts that 
he used to run a small team behind his dad 
and he would run up every hill to keep up, but 
eventually the dogs stopped pulling.

Brent: Sass always calls his team up a little 
as they get close to a climb, mostly to get them 
excited and amped up. His dogs love hills; 
they see hills and tend to pick up the pace 
naturally. This is an effect from thousands 
of miles of training in the hills as well as his 
attitude – Sass believes his excitement in the 
hills is contagious in his team.
Potentially more important than the climb 
is the descent - what are your thoughts on 
keeping a team healthy going down the 
descent, short of standing with two feet on 

Hill climbing 101 continued next page
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the brake?
Buddy: Streeper is confident that he wins 

races by going up the hills and not going 
down. You will not make up “good time” by 
letting your dogs run wide open going down 
the hills to make up for slow times going up 
the hills. "Keep the tug lines tight."

Mitch: Hard charging teams are difficult 
to slow down – essentially the dogs are 
responsible for themselves and to keep 
themselves healthy. Lots of miles to keep 
them tamed down, will aid in the ability to 
try to slow them down going down a hill. In 
long distance racing it is all about preserving 
dogs and going downhill in the wrong way 
will destroy that.

Brent: Having a team go slow down the 
hills is possible, it takes time and a lot of 

patience, but it is possible. If the dogs know to 
go slow and take it easy going down the hills 
your stress level is much lower and again that 
feeds right into the dogs. Overall the answer 
is: training, a lot of it!!

Any words of advice to teams wanting to 
race in races that involve extreme elevation 
changes?

Buddy: "You should see some hills before 
you race – don’t show up with a dog that’s 
never seen a hill. Stay quiet going up them – 
don’t talk to your dogs the entire hill climb."

Streeper is not a big fan of pedaling or 
running alongside since it throws off the 
rhythm – smoothness is key.

Mitch: "Expose your dogs to all types of 
trails - when you run a team up a hill for the 
first time you don’t want them looking back 

and thinking you are joking – MAKE YOUR 
TEAM GAIN CONFIDENCE.

The biggest mistake mushers make is way 
too much talking and putting pressure on the 
dogs – going up a hill is a good time to sit 
back and sip on some tea.

We can’t all go up hills like Buddy Streeper 
– if your team goes up hills at 4-5mph be 
proud of that (as long as they are all pulling)"

Seavey has no speed up command – just 
some praise at the top. Silence and then a 
voice is the only thing that “calls them up”. 

Brent: "Train in the hills and get excited 
about it. Let the dogs know they’re about 
to have a bunch of fun! If they don’t know 
any different they will always give their all 
when you hit the base of the mountain! Like 
anything, this is 99% mental!"

It Takes a Great Team 
to Win These Races:

2006, 2015, 2016 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN

2006, 2007 Diavik 150 Yellowknife • WIN
2005, 2007 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN

2006 Limited North American • WIN
2006 Black Gold Run • WIN

and more...

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life  

stages, nutritionally  
supporting great dogs.

Lobben Boots from Norway
These boots were originally invented by Norwegian  

Arctic explorers and are now perfect for the dog musher.

We have been supplying Lobbens for 36 years
Tall and short styles available

Please visit our website for our large selection of sweaters, mittens, socks and slippers.

web: www.piasweaters.com  email: info@piasweaters.com
phone 907-277-7964    1-888-274-9665

Hill climbing 101 continued from previous page

mushing.com

Missed an issue? 
back issues available @ 
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{Europe's largest stage race}

in photos
photos  courtesy of La Grand Odyssée | Savoie Mont Blanc

Held over 11 days mid-January, La Grande Odyssée takes place in 10 stages in the scenic French Alps, traveling between several popular 
winter vacation destinations in Savoie Mont Blanc. Covering more than 650 km (400 mi), including 20,000 m (65,000 ft) of elevation, 
this race is serious...and seriously beautiful. This year’s field of 12 mushers hailed from five countries, with Czech Republic’s Jirí Vondrák 

besting reigning champion Rémy Coste for first place. Coste, from France, came in second, and fellow Frenchman Daniel Juillaguet came in 
third. The pages that follow contain a handful of our favorite shots. For full results and more photos check out www.grandeodyssee.com. 
(To see last year's championship team, check out Rémy Coste's SuperDogs on page 28.)
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Taken in the late 1940s, Natalie and Earl Norris are pictured here with 
Chinook’s Alladin of Alyeska, the Norris’ first great leader. Alladin 
was given to Natalie by Short Seeley just before Natalie ventured to to 
Alaska. In 1948, Alladin led Earl’s Fur Rondy team to victory. Photo 
in the collection of Natalie & Earl Norris.

     14 november/december    2016

by Lisbet Norris

Remembering 
Natalie Norris

One of Natalie's very first memories 
was watching Arctic explorer Jacques 
Suzanne drive dogs past the window 
of her Lake Placid, NY home.

In those days, it was common to 
see dog teams on the street. Some 
dogs wore bells on their harnesses 

and when young Natalie heard 
jingling in the distance, she would fly 
to the window to watch the teams go 
by. When she was six years old, she 
befriended a stray dog and taught him 
how to gee and haw. 

While I was lucky enough to 
grow up in an established mushing 
family, Natalie forged her own path 
to the sled dog world. On August 
28, 2016, my grandmother Natalie 
Jubin Norris passed away. She was 
94 years old, and the past 88 of those 
years had been spent in the company 
of sled dogs. Over the course of her 
lifetime, my grandmother, together 
with my grandfather Earl, built a 
world-renowned sled dog kennel, and 
through their love of dogs, had the 
opportunity to mentor and support 
scores of aspiring mushers, including, 
lastly, myself. 

She started collecting dogs for her 
own team at age 10. She kept her dogs 
in the woods away from her house, as 

she knew her parents wouldn’t approve. Every day, as soon as she 
was let out of school, she would run down to the butcher shop to 
collect scraps for her dogs. At one point, her father insisted that 
she get rid of all her dogs, so she rehomed them and for a couple of 
weeks, didn’t have any sled dogs. However, it didn’t take long for her 
to start rebuilding her team, and the second time around, her father 
acquiesced to his determined daughter.  

By age 13, Natalie was competing in sled dog races in the 
Adirondack Mountains. One race took place during a snowstorm 
that discouraged and disoriented many other competitors. The Lake 
Placid News reported that while some of the drivers finished near 
exhaustion, 14 year old Natalie “crossed the line running behind her 
sled nonchalantly munching a chocolate bar.” As a teenager, she had 
a kennel of thirteen dogs, mostly malamutes, that she maintained 
by driving a sled dog taxi for tourists in Lake Placid, a popular 
winter resort town. In 1939, when she was 17, she sold five of her 
dogs to the United States Antarctic Service Expedition under the 

The determined and decorated 
grandmother of racing Siberians
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command of Admiral Byrd. When World War 
II started, Natalie sold most of her malamutes 
to the U.S. Military, which was actively 
recruiting sled dogs across the country for 
Search and Rescue Units for downed aircraft 
across the Arctic. In later years, Natalie 
provided Greenland dogs to Denmark’s Sirius 
Arctic Patrol. This was a particularly valuable 
contribution as the native population of 
Inuit dogs and subsequent breeding pool 
had suffered severe losses due to disease and 
government intervention in the latter part of 
the 20th century. 

Through tourist rides and the sale of pups, 
Natalie’s sled dog team put her through 
high school and a degree in Sociology at 
Syracuse University. After she graduated 
from college, Natalie worked in Wonalancet, 
NH at the legendary Chinook Kennels under 
the tutelage of Milton & Eva “Short” Seeley. 
After the war ended, Natalie set her sights on 
Alaska. Alaska was a “lifelong ambition” for 
her. It was, as it remains today, the place to 
be if you wanted to be a dog musher. In the 
spring of 1946, at 24 years of age, Natalie 
made the bold move of traveling alone cross-
country by train with nine sled dogs; seven 
malamutes and two AKC registered Siberian 
Huskies. After a two month hold-up in 
Seattle due to a shipping strike, she arrived in 
Anchorage in June of 1946. There to meet her 
was Anchorage musher Earl Norris. 

 Earl and Natalie were introduced by way 
of a newspaper weekly that had published a 
cover story about Natalie’s intended move 
to Alaska. A friend of Earl’s saw the paper 
and sent it to him. Upon sighting the picture 
of the dark-haired, rosy-cheeked beauty 
surrounded by malamutes, he immediately 
wrote, offering his help upon her arrival. 
Natalie accepted his offer. When she arrived 
in Anchorage, she boarded her dogs at 
Earl’s homestead and started working at the 
National Weather Bureau, a job Earl helped 
secure for her. After a year-long courtship, 
briefly interrupted by Earl’s participation in 
the 1947 Washburn Denali Expedition, they 
were married. There in Alaska, Natalie had 
finally met her match. They spent the next 55 
years together.

Earl and Natalie lived on a homestead 
then three miles outside of Anchorage. They 
raised two sons, John and Theodore, and 
one daughter, Edgarita. With their marriage, 
Earl and Natalie laid the foundation for their 
kennel, Alaskan Kennels, now the oldest 
Siberian Husky kennel in the world. Although 
Earl and Natalie were both passionate about 

malamutes, they decided to focus on breeding 
and racing purebred Siberian Huskies based 
on their superior performance in harness. 
They believed then, as we do today, that if a 

dog is “built properly and has a lot of work 
ethic, they can be a competitive dog.” The 
suffix “of Anadyr” was added to names to 
denote where the dogs originated from. Dogs 
from Alaskan Kennels are known today as 
“Anadyr Siberians.” 

Earl founded the Fur Rendezvous Open 
Class Sled Dog Race in 1946. In 1947, Natalie 
became the first woman to run it. She ran 
again two years later, coming in second. In 
1970, Natalie won the Women’s Open North 
American title with a team led by Alaskan’s 
Astro of Anadyr. Also on that team was one 
of Astro’s offspring, a two year old black 
and white male named Alaskan’s Nicolai of 
Anadyr II. This young dog would go on to 
outshine his father as the greatest Siberian 
ever produced by Earl and Natalie, and 
arguably as the greatest Siberian leader of 
modern sled dog racing. Astro was able to sire 
many good dogs like Nicolai II over the years, 
enabling Earl and Natalie to shrink the size of 
their kennel as the Astro gene pool produced 
a good percentage of outstanding dogs and 
many leaders. Earl and Natalie bred heavily 
on their leaders, as they were naturally the 
fastest and most willing. As a result, the 
percentage of Anadyr Siberians with lead 
ability is very high, something Earl and 
Natalie took great pride in. Over the course 
of her lifetime, Natalie swept many lead dog 
competitions.

In 1967, the Norris’ moved sixty-six miles 
north of Anchorage to the lake community 
of Willow, where they established “Howling 
Dog Farm.” Throughout the 1970s, Natalie 
remained one of the top women mushers in 
Alaska. Earl and their eldest son, John, also 
garnered several wins in the sprint racing 
circuit during this time. In addition to 
maintaining an open class sprint team, the 
kennel began fielding an all-Siberian team 
in the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race, as they 
have now done every decade since the race’s 
inception in 1973. Although Natalie herself 
had no interest in long distance racing, she 

was always a willing and gracious mentor. In 
fact, Earl and Natalie were renowned for their 
assistance to novice mushers who wanted 
to winter over in Alaska and learn about 

mushing.
Earl and Natalie were instrumental in 

forming several sled dog clubs in Alaska, 
including the Alaska Sled Dog Racing 
Association and the Alaska Dog Musher’s 
Association. They were also largely 
responsible for the 1949 founding of the 
Alaska Kennel Club and the formation of 
the Siberian Husky Club of Alaska. Natalie 
became a judge for the American Kennel Club 
in the 1950s, and for the next 50 years, traveled 
the world observing thousands of Malamutes 
and Siberians at various dog shows. Natalie 
took great responsibility in educating others 
about the sport of mushing and the Siberian 
Husky and Malamute breeds. She spoke 
at educational seminars around the world 
and authored many articles about Siberian 
and Malamute history in local, national and 
international journals and magazines.

Natalie and Earl’s impact on the Siberian 
Husky as a registered breed cannot be 
understated. Before Natalie’s arrival with two 
AKC registered Siberians, no one was actually 
breeding registered Siberians in Alaska. 
Alaska is where the Siberian husky, originally 
imported from Siberia to Nome, came into its 
own as a contemporary race dog in the early 
decades of the 20th century. Earl and Natalie 
successfully reintroduced the breed to the 
Alaskan race circuit and Alaskan Kennels has 
come to be known as the preeminent breeder 
of working Siberian Huskies, producing dogs 
that compete successfully in both open class 
sprint and distance races, an accomplishment 
few kennels can claim. 

Natalie had a wry sense of humor and 
a quick wit. She was also an amazing 
storyteller. Her mind remained sharp as a 
tack as she aged. One of the most memorable 
stories my grandmother told me was the story 
of Fritz, one of Leonard Seppala’s original 
Serum run dogs and one of the founders of 
the Siberian husky as a registered breed, and 
how he journeyed from Alaska to Lake Placid, 

...at 24 years of age, Natalie made the 
bold move of traveling alone cross-
country by train with nine sled dogs...
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1922 

born in Lake 
Placid, NY

age 6: befriends a 
stray dog and teachs 
it to gee and haw

age 10: starts 
collecting dogs for 
her own team

age 13: starts racing 
in the Adirondack 
Mountains

age 17: sells 5 dogs to 
US Antarctic Service 
Expeditiona glance 

at her first 
50 years
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age 24: travels by train 
to Alaska with 9 sled 
dogs; meets future 
husband, Earl Norris

age 25: becomes first woman 
to run Fur Rendezvous World 
Championships

age 45: moves to Willow, AK and 
starts "Howling Dog Farm"

age 26: places 2nd in 
Fur Rendezvous World 
Championships

1970

age 48: wins Women's Open 
North American  Championships
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New & Improved USA Pricing!

Now offering 

less than pallet quantities! 
 

  1-800-561-0072
InukshukPro.com

info@InukshukPro.comPhoto Credit: Valley Snow Dogz LLC

Frank Moe’s Sled Dogs to Saint Paul earns its namesake by 
detailing his 362 mile trip (one way) to Saint Paul, MN to 
hand the governor of Minnesota a 13,000 signature petition 

opposing sulfide mining in Northern Minnesota. 
In reality, Frank spent most 

of the book writing about his 
team, trail and racing stories 
based around his sled dog-
focused lifestyle in northern 
Minnesota. As a fellow 
musher, I find it hard to 
complain about this because 
Frank openly shares his 
trail experiences from his 
perspective, in the moment 
and after reflection, and that 
is valuable insight for anyone 
wondering about the ups and 
downs behind running some 
of the toughest races in 
the midwest, including the 
Beargrease Marathon and 
the UP 200. 

It is interesting that Frank also chooses to share some of his most 
vulnerable trail stories, where you can almost feel his guilt for losing a 
team, or not helping another team on the trail, or having someone take 
care of his dog team because he was really sick or sleep deprived. It 
was almost to the point where you thought Frank was destined for bad 
luck, until he admitted that these were exceptional cases and nearly all 
his runs were uneventful in comparison. Nonetheless, his stories are 
easily sympathised, as in the case of the powerlessness felt as you are 
getting dragged down the trail by a dog-team. 

If you are interested in Frank’s trip to Saint Paul, Frank does speak 
in great length about his trip. Of course, from my perspective, I was 
most interested in hearing how he handled the logistics of running a 
team across the urban interfaces of Minnesota, like major highways, 
streets, snowless areas, etc.

Whether managing a sick team in a race, reaching for new, 
unparalleled distances and/or speeds with your team, (or planning 
your next camping trip to Saint Paul with your dog team to oppose 
sulfide mining), Frank ensures you will walk away knowing exactly 
his thought process, including his emotional influence and this may 
prove to be a valuable learning experience for you, as a musher. 

You can find Frank’s Sled Dogs to Saint Paul on Amazon. 
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Sled Dogs to Saint Paul
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NY, and 80 years after his death, back to 
Alaska. Of course, Natalie was instrumental 
in this journey. She had grown up seeing 
stuffed Fritz on display in an exhibition at a 
Lake Placid hotel every winter. In the early 
2000s, on a visit back to her hometown, she 
recognized Fritz, who was incorrectly labeled 
as a Robert Peary expedition dog, in a small 
junk shop off the interstate. She asked her 
brother to keep an eye on Fritz, and when the 
shop went up for sale, arranged to buy Fritz 
and have him shipped back to his hometown 
of Nome. 

I admired my grandmother greatly. She 

represented the epitome of an Alaskan 
dog musher to me. She valued the welfare 
of her dogs and animals above all else. As 
she told friend Tracy Kirkpatrick once, 
“Mushing comes first, then eating, and then 
everything else.” I identified strongly with 
my grandmother and take great consolation 
in knowing she lived to see her legacy pass 
on to the next generation. I agree with Pam 
Flowers, a musher who stayed with my 
grandparents in the 1980s while preparing 
for one of her cross-Arctic expeditions, who 
stated, “during her life Natalie gave wings to 
the dreams of countless people. The world is a 
better, sweeter, happier place because Natalie 

Norris was among us 
for so long.” 

Grandma was never 
a fan of big stuffy 
gatherings, so we 
will not be holding 
a formal service 
for her.  Rather, to 
commemorate the 
passing of a true 
mushing pioneer, 
the Haessler-Norris 
Spring Picnic (a mush, 

ski, or snowmachine-out event) will be held 
this March in her honor and memory. All are 
welcome, date and time TBA.

Lisbet Norris has completed in the past 
three Iditarods, finishing with the first 
Siberian team to cross the finish line in 2015 
& 2016. She recently moved with her Anadyr 
Siberians to Fairbanks, AK, where she and 
her boyfriend run Arctic Dog Adventure Co, 
and sled dog tour company. 

Quality Sled Dog Equipment 
Made in the U.S.A. by Mushers for Sled Dogs!

866-DOG-BOOT

Underdog 30-22
Available at

Cold Spot Feeds, Fairbanks 
(907) 457-8555

Underdog Feeds, Wasilla 
(907) 373-6851
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Our pretty-good leader Peter fizzled a bit after he passed middle age, 
mostly due to the deep-snow years of the 1990s. Round-trip trapline 
treks of 100 to 130 miles in ten days became a real drag when most 

runs found the team hauling a loaded sled while plowing through six to 12 
inches of snow over a soft, mushy base. Peter would do it, but he didn’t enjoy 
laborious work anymore. At age nine he still had some good runs left in him so 
we retired him to a Fairbanks home where he could have a leisurely life helping 
a new musher train a recreational team.

That should have been the end of the story, but it wasn’t. Within a few 
days somebody turned our little Peter loose and he disappeared into 
downtown Fairbanks. Frantic searching and advertising produced 
only false leads. We monitored the animal shelter, knocked on doors, 

put up fliers and tracked down one stray look-alike, but not our Peter. 
After a couple of months we’d about given up hope. 

Although clever and self-sufficient, the bush-raised old leader had 
very little experience around vehicles. As fall passed and winter began 
we decided he’d probably been either hit by a car or adopted by a well-
meaning family attracted to his calm, unassuming demeanor. As 
usual, we underestimated his cleverness.

In mid-November, two and a half months after his disappearance, 
the call came. Peter had been found! A dedicated employee at the 
animal shelter had spent days trying to lure in a shy little charcoal-
brown husky spotted loitering around the Fairbanks landfill. When he 
finally earned the little guy’s trust, he found two ID tags on his collar. 
One had been bent and broken. The other had our name and address 
on it.

In retrospect we should have searched the landfill, because, true to 
form, that’s where Peter had been living all that time, competing with 
ravens for leftovers and surviving on his own resources and ingenuity 
until Animal Control arrested him for vagrancy. He always knew how 
to take care of himself.

Our dear friend Val Mackler, a long-time member and volunteer with 
the Alaska Dog Musher’s Association, bailed him out for us. Reluctant 
to put the old dog through any more stress, we had her ship Peter home 
to spend his retirement with us. When the mail plane landed in our 
tiny bush community and we released Peter, he popped out and hit the 
ground running, headed for home with absolute certainty. He almost 
didn’t even turn around when we called him back to wait with our 
dogs until we were ready to head home with the team, Peter far ahead 
in loose lead.

Our little old leader settled right back in, running loose in the yard 
and snoozing on his favorite padded bench at night. Having gone so 
long without his daily thyroid supplement, Peter had grown a dry, 
coarse winter coat but otherwise he seemed in good health and decent 
weight. He proved a perfect puppy trainer, the same old easy-going 
guy with one violent exception. Competing for life-sustaining scraps 
at the dump, he had developed a passionate hatred of ravens, and for 
the rest of his life he charged any grounded bird with uncharacteristic 
intensity. 

A year passed. Nearly eleven, Peter had grown old, still fit but 
mostly retired even from puppy-training. He was loose as usual one 
pale December morning when the few dogs left in the yard began 
howling. Miki wasn’t due home with the main team from the trapline 
for several days, and I immediately wondered about wolves. 

The wild canines had been on my mind recently. A wolf had recently 
been shot in a village 50 miles from us after attacking local dogs. 
Denali National Park biologist Layne Adams had just written us about 
starving wolves in our area, and a lone wolf had been malingering 
around the far side of the lake for several months.

That wolf had mostly recently been scrounging at a dog mushing 
lodge a few miles across the lake from us. The tidbits he picked off 
may have included Lucy, their elderly black lab, who was never seen 
again. Later Jason Lesniak, the dog handler, dashed out to break up a 
late-night dog fight only to find himself smacking a wolf on the head 
with a shovel to drive it away from a chained dog.

I listened to my handful of dogs remaining from our trapline team 
as they alternately howled, barked, and listened in intense silence. 
Then I heard a dog barking on the flats by our home. 

“Woof! Woof!” That was Peter’s gruff old bark, voicing a happy 
greeting. He rarely barked, usually only when the returning dog team 

Peter and 
the Wolf
story and photos by Miki and Julie Collins
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part 2 of "Peter the Pretty-Good Leader"

After he retired, Peter’s favor-
ite spot was the padded bench 
below the picture windows 
in our home. Here he would sit 
looking out the window, or curl 
and snooze when he got sleepy. He 
never knocked over the ripening 
pumpkins or potted plants lining 
the sill.

Peter enjoyed snuggling; here, 
he’s nestled on the loaded dogsled 
beside Miki, enjoying a well-earned 
rest after a 1996 trip up Dean 
Creek, a tributary of the Yanert River 
east of Denali Park.
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emerged from the willows lining the far side of the river flats. 
I wasn’t concerned, but with wolves on my mind I glanced 

out the window to see old Pete squared off with another 
dog on the snow-covered flats a hundred yards from home. 
“Pelly’s loose,” I thought, watching the pair dance in a 
flirty circle, shoulder-to-shoulder. That tall, rangy gray 
appearance clearly fit our young male.

Then, remembering Jason’s wolf, I decided to check with 
the binoculars. Just in case. By the time I fetched them, 
Peter and his companion were still sparring but had moved 
closer to home. Now they were so close that even without the 
binocs I saw it wasn’t Pelly.

It was a wolf.
Maybe the big predator was just playing and not trying 

to kill old Pete, or maybe it was impaired, because it hadn’t 
even knocked the little old dog down. If that carnivore was 
serious, Peter had defended himself brilliantly while deftly 
retreating toward home.

Before I could act the old dog withdrew again, nearly 
reaching the yard’s edge. This time the wolf broke off and 
Peter scurried up the hill to the safety of the dog yard. The 
wolf stared after him for a moment before turning away.

 I grabbed the scoped .264 rifle my father passed down 
to me years ago, and put an end to the intruder. We could 
certainly use the pelt, but mostly I killed it because it was 
probably the same wolf that had attacked dogs at the lodge.  
In over 40 years of bush life I’d never shot a wolf before, 
although we’d trapped a few and Miki once saw a pack go 
after her old dog Streak. As she described in our book Riding 
the Wild Side of Denali, the big malamute cross skillfully 
squashed two attacking wolves at once, sending them fleeing 
back to the confused pack and triggering a hasty retreat.

Peter didn’t have Streak’s size, or his audacity. I found 
him huddled in the dog yard, looking sick and traumatized. I 
wrapped my arms around him and he clung to me trembling, 
his face expressive. “Why’d it do that? I was just trying to say 
hi, and it hurt me!” The wolf had come down our trapline 
trail and Peter, perhaps thinking it was Miki’s team or one of 
her dogs, had scampered out to greet it.

Stroking his ragged fur, I found wolf spittle frozen to his 
ruff and two drops of crimson blood clinging to his fur, one 
on his elbow, the other on his hock. A close examination 
revealed minor cuts and numerous bruises but no obvious 
serious injuries. By evening the little old dog had stiffened 
up and become quite lame in back. He took many days to 
recover, and little tufts of hair kept slipping out as small 
scabs healed and fell off. Eventually, though, he returned to 
his cheerful ways and demonic fury at ravens.

I found no evidence that the wolf had been suffering or 
starving. A middle-aged female, it wasn’t as thin as I’d have 
guessed from its abnormal behavior; its belly was nicely 
rounded from a recent meal.

And Peter lived on to scamper about the dog yard and 
sleep on his favorite bench inside. That was the best part. 

Miki and Julie Collins have been mushing a trapline of 
up to 80 miles in bush Alaska for over 35 years. They have 
made numerous wilderness expeditions by dog team and 
authored three books, including Dog Driver: A Guide for 
the Serious Musher, a book for all mushers.

How to Increase the Odds of Recovering a Missing Dog
The frantic days and sleepless nights of trying to locate a missing dog are best pre-

vented before the dog ever disappears:
•  Provide every dog with as much identification as possible: tags, microchips, tat-

toos and/or a phone number written in heavy ink on a brightly-colored collar. A dog 
that might slip or lose his collar should wear two, both carrying ID. If possible, register 
your dog with your local animal control, especially if he is microchipped.

•  Train each dog to come on command, or at least to come for a treat. Work with a shy 
or fearful dog to increase the chances of a Good Samaritan catching and returning 
him.

•  Maintain a strong, secure facility, ideally with a perimeter fence. Regularly check 
all equipment for wear. Consider cable-lined rope if a dog chews lines.

•  Avoid dangerous trails and don’t run more dogs than you can safely stop. When 
possible, carry a cell phone or other communication while mushing.

•  If theft is a concern, consider boosting the security around your dog yard and 
vehicle.

•  We use a Garmin GPS collar for tracking individual dogs, but it has a limited bat-
tery life. Placing one on a team dog or in your sled, with the receiver in your pocket, 
could help you locate a runaway team.

•  Photograph each dog for ID purposes. When shipping, attach the photo to the crate.

After the Fact
Too late, he’s gone! Now what? Initiate a search immediately! Relay a request for help 

through anyone available. Consider the dog’s temperament and such things as wind 
direction and the dog’s familiarity with the area to narrow your focus. For example, a shy 
dog might head home if he knows the route. An intact male might travel upwind follow-
ing the scent of a female in heat, and a greedy one might sniff out food sources. A dog 
leaving his own yard commonly returns home after a few hours, but one trucked to an 
unfamiliar area might wander aimlessly, seek out other dogs, or simply scamper happily 
around until hunger drives them toward humans (or a dump – or chicken house).

If you’ve lost your whole team, try to get a motorized vehicle (snow machine in winter, 
four-wheeler in summer) to cover trails quickly. Check forks, intersections and hazardous 
sections as soon as possible; these are likely spots for tangles or injuries to occur. Inves-
tigate nearby dog yards and other animal facilities on your second pass if you don’t see 
anything on the first go-around.

A recent snowfall can help you track a missing dog or team, especially if there isn’t 
much traffic to confuse the trail. Knowing a dog’s individual tracks helps. Peter had long 
toe feathers that showed up in new snow. One dog might leave a slight drag mark from a 
hind foot, or if he paces he might leave parallel drag lines outside the foot tracks. A drag-
ging chain or rope leaves a distinct trail, too.

To enlist as many eyes as possible, quickly report your loss to everyone you can. Local 
mushers and dog kennels, animal control and other trail users (including trail groups 
such as maintenance crews) can keep watch, but also consider requesting assistance 
from drivers who routinely travel the area, such as mail and school-bus drivers, law en-
forcement, meter readers and delivery drivers. When explaining the problem, offer your 
profound gratitude for any help and mention whether you can pay a reward.

If your dog is not quickly recovered, start a media campaign with fliers, advertise-
ments (both print and radio) and any internet options that you have. Check with animal 
control daily; don’t assume they will contact you if your dog is picked up.  

Found!                                           
Check your recovered dog thoroughly and bring him to your veterinarian if you find 

problems or if, like Peter, he’s been off his medication. If he’s thin, feed several small 
meals a day, gradually introducing a more concentrated diet. Give him a few days off 
and don’t run him until you’re sure he’s fit. Meanwhile, spend time with him (but don’t 
smother or overwhelm him) to strengthen that critical bond you both enjoy, and take 
steps to ensure you don’t lose him again.

Don’t forget to call off the search so your helpers can sleep easier. Honor your reward 
offers appropriately, take down fliers, cancel ads and update your social media.

Lost Dog! 
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In the early decades of the twentieth century, sled dogs 
were an important mode of transportation, hauling 
freight, supplies and passengers across the wintery 

distances and ice-bound lands. Admiral Richard E. Byrd hailed 
the dog teams on his 1928 expedition to Antarctica as invaluable, 
as did fellow Polar explorers Fridjof Nansen and Roald Amundsen. 
Favorite racing mushers such as Leonhard Seppala, Scotty Allan, 
and “Iron Man” Johnson thrilled fans with their colorful teams and 
larger-than-life exploits in the dangerous frozen north, and the 1925 
Serum Run to Nome, which saved the town from a deadly outbreak of 
diphtheria, galvanized the world’s attention and elevated sled dogs to 
heroic status.

An article in the February, 1931 issue of Popular Science magazine, 
titled “New Dogs for Frozen North,” by James W. Booth, described “....a 
general revival of interest in one of winter’s most thrilling sports–the 
dog derby. Once strictly Alaskan, it was adopted by Canada and now 
stirs the imagination of dog lovers throughout the United States.”

The March, 1931 issue of the handyman’s magazine, Popular 
Mechanics, included an article titled “Thrilling Sled Dog Races of the 
North,” by John Brady, giving colorful descriptions of early-day events 
in which fleet teams of dogs and men squared off against each other for 
impressive purses and often stellar prizes. Brady began his piece with 
an exciting introduction: “Down the Grand Allee in old Quebec city, 
through a snow-covered lane flanked by cheering thousands, raced a 
sled-dog team. The driver was that wing-footed Apollo of mushers, St. 
Godard, from The Pas, Manitoba, and he was finishing the third and 
final day’s run of the last International Sled-Dog Derby.

“He had run much to relieve his dogs of pulling his weight on the 
sled in crossing the historic wind-swept Plains of Abraham where 
Wolfe and Montcalm battled and died so heroically long ago, and now, 
on the homestretch to the finish line in his desperate fight to regain 
lost sporting laurels, he was gallantly running again, but on his nerve.

“His pain plainly reflected the agony from tired, protesting 
muscles; his eyes revealed his mental anxiety, and his dogs showed 
unmistakable signs of having burned up about all of their reserve 

Emile St. Godard Canadian mushing legend
by Helen Hegener
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energy. After he flashed across the finish 
line, it was announced that he had beaten by 
five minutes the record of this classic of the 
snows, set up the year previous by his most 
formidable rival, Leonhard Seppala.”

The tough Norwegian-born Alaskan dog 
driver Leonhard Seppala was arguably the 
greatest musher in the world in 1931. He 
had won the grueling 408-mile All Alaskan 
Sweepstakes three times, and he and his 
intrepid team had played a pivotal role in 
the Serum Run to Nome in 1925. Now in 
his fifties, Seppala was enjoying time in the 
milder climates of New England, and over the 
span of several years his team would meet 
that of the twenty-something “wing-footed 
Apollo,” Emile St. Godard, many times.

The two champion mushers faced off in 
a variety of different races over the years, 
during which St. Godard won the majority of 
the time. They met at the 120-mile Eastern 
International Dog Derby in Quebec for 
six years running, and in those six years 
St. Godard would win the race four times, 
and Seppala twice. The rivalry between 
the two mushers thrilled fans of the sport, 
and newspapers and magazines of the day 
featured news of their races whenever they 
ran.

Emile St. Godard was born August 15, 1905 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and when he was 
ten years old his family moved to The Pas, 
Manitoba, where Emile’s younger brother Leo 
began training a dog team. The family felt Leo 
was too young to actually race, so Emile took 
over the team and in 1924, at the age of 19, 
he won his first race of 12 miles, around the 
streets of his hometown. The following winter 
Emile won his first major race, a 200-mile 
event known as The Pas Dog Derby, which 
was at that time one of the world’s premier 
sled dog races. St. Godard won The Pas Dog 
Derby each year for five years running, and 
then finished second in 1930 and 1931. He 
dominated the field for so long that fans often 

referred to the races as “St. Godard against 
the field.”

St. Godard’s reputation for excellent dog 
care was evident in 1929, when a report on his 
winning the 1927 Eastern International Dog 
Derby, held in Quebec, included these lines: 
“St. Godard takes as much care of his dogs as 
a fond parent, and it is his contention that the 

animals will respond to the urging of their 
driver just in proportion to the amount of 
care and attention they receive at his hands.”

In February, 1932, the third Olympic 
Winter Games were held in Lake Placid, New 
York. They were the first to be held in North 
America, and they were opened by New York 

Emile St. Godard cont'd on page 25 
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Results from 1932 Olympic sled dog demonstra-
tion race at Lake Placid, NY.

Photo of St. Godard's team in 1934 in New Hampshire with Toby in lead. 
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Got a Tip or a Trick you'd like to share? 
Have an innovation that can help other mushers? 
We would love to hear about it! Send your photos, 
instructions, required materials and tools, etc. by mail, 
email, or message us on Facebook. Contact info located 
inside front cover of magazine.

x

tip
s 

& 
tr

ic
ks

It is likely you aleady know how to connect your ganglines properly, but this tip is too helpful not to share with our 
fellow mushers who have yet to learn it.
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son and James bays.  During the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, successive pieces 
of the “Northwest Territories” were calved 
off to expand existing provinces or to create 
new territories.    British Columbia became 
a province of Canada in 1871 but prior to 
this, in 1858, it had become a British Colo-
ny known as the Colony of British Columbia.  
With the creation of new countries, colonies, 
provinces and territories came government 
responsibility for the delivery of essential ser-
vices.  Prime among these was the establish-
ment of postal services.

Using British Columbia as an example, 
the early delivery of mail was through the 
fur trading companies (after 1821, only 
the Hudson’s Bay Company remained), the 
church and private entrepreneurs.  With 
the establishment of the Colony of British 
Columbia, post offi ces were established in 
various settlements and contracts were let 
for the delivery of mail  by private contrac-
tors by the Colonial government.  In reality, 
it was a continuation of what had been in 
place before colonialization.  When British 
Columbia became a province in 1871, the 
federal government assumed responsibility 
for mail delivery, but they essentially built on 
the already-established network of post of-
fi ces and private contractors.  Among these 
contractors were a certain number of dog 
mushers who would either contract directly 
with the government or would sub-contract 

with one of the transportation companies to 
deliver the winter mail.  This was particularly 
true along the route of the Yukon Telegraph 
line which ran north to Atlin and eventually 
to Dawson City. 

During the various gold rushes, when there 
were massive infl uxes of “foreign” gold crazy 
stampeders, governments were desperate to 
establish jurisdiction over their territory.  This 
was true of the Fraser River and Cariboo 
Gold Rushes in the Colony of British Colum-
bia and the Klondike Gold Rush in both the 
Yukon and Alaska Territories.  A fascinating 
look at the evolution of the delivery of the 
winter mail took place during the Klondike 
Gold Rush, going back as far as 1893.  In 
the Klondike, both the fl edgling Canadian 
government as well as the U.S. government 
staked out their respective jurisdictions by 
ensuring that post offi ces were established 
in their respective territories at key boundary 
and transportation crossroads.  The Canadi-
an government also ensured that the North-
west Mounted Police as well as a group sol-
diers  known as the Yukon Field Force were 
present to protect sovereignty, to collect du-
ties and as it turned out, to sort and deliver 
the mail.  It seemed like in the early days, 
any federal government employee qualifi ed 
to become a postmaster.

These early days of mail delivery in the 
Kondike were chaotic and remarkable at 
the same time.  Huge volumes of mail were 

transported by dog team along the full 
length of the Klondike Trail from Lake Ben-
net to Dawson City.  Hundreds of pounds 
of letter mail consisting of thousands of let-
ters made their way up and down the Yukon 
River in a dog sled.  Only fi rst class mail 
was hauled by dog team, there was no room 
for junk mail, that could wait for the summer 
when the sternwheelers were in operation.   
There was signifi cant co-operation and co-
ordination between the Canadian and the 
U.S. postal services, and in the early days, 
the private freighters as well.

 In 2011, Canada Post is paying tribute 
to this wonderful rich history with the pro-
duction of a special stamp to be released 
on May 13th, honouring the heritage associ-
ated with the delivery of mail by dog team 
in Canada.  These stamps as well as  fi rst 
day covers can be ordered from both inside 
and outside of Canada.   When the stamp 
is issued on May 13, 2011, it will be pos-
sible to purchase by visiting the Canada Post 
website at: www.canadapost.ca/collecting 
(English) or www.postescanada.ca/collec-
tion (French). Information will be posted on 
the website about purchasing on-line or via 
phone.  In Canada interested persons may 
go to their local post offi ce. It might not be 
a bad idea to go early and ask the local 
offi cials to order as many of the stamps and 
fi rst day covers as you will need. • 
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Connecting gangline sectionsx
Connecting two gangline sections together:

1. Locate the loop nearest the necklines on one gangline 
section and locate the loop nearest the tuglines on the 
gangline section you want to add to it. Put your loop closest 
to the necklines through the loop nearest the tugs of the 
next gangline section.

2. Take your front section (the section you were holding 
near the tugs) and feed it through the “neckline” loop.

A few other notes:
• Ice and the pulling power of your dogs will tightly cinch 

the sections together. Some people carry a multitool and 
use the pliers to get the sections apart. 

• If you have a cable gangline, fellow musher Andrew 
Letzring showed me that if you take a piece of poly rope 
(the rope commonly used for tuglines) and slide it into the 
loop (this needs to be done during the construction of the 
gangline), it prevents the cables from cinching too tight. 

• For the safety of your dogs, REGULARLY inspect your 
ganglines for deterioration or other failure points prior 
to running. 

3. Tighten to secure. When finished, your section should 
look like this:
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Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt, who would 
be elected President of the United States 
several months later. Basketball star Wilt 
Chamberlain carried the Olympic Torch. A 
sled dog race, run as a demonstration of a 
sport indigenous to the United States and 
North America, was included because, as 
was noted in The Official Report for the 
1932 Winter Olympics: “Winter travel by 
dog team in the northeastern snow belt of 
the United States, in Canada, and in Alaska, 
is both a sport and a measure of necessity 
when all other means of getting across the 
frozen wastes of snow fail. In the Far North 
dog teams carry mail and freight and follow 
regular routes and schedules.”

Twelve of the top mushers of the day were 
competing in the demonstration event, 
conducted under the rules of the New 
England Sled Dog Club. Two races would 
be run on successive days over a 25.1 mile 
course, starting and finishing at the Olympic 
Stadium, with the winner having the shortest 
total elapsed time. Five teams from Canada 
and seven from the United States were 
entered, each with seven dogs: a leader and 
three pairs of team dogs, leaving at three-
minute intervals. The Official Report deemed 
the race “. . . one of the most picturesque and 
interesting events on the program.”

Arthur Daley, sportswriter for The New 
York Times, described what happened: “Lake 
Placid, New York, February 8, 1932. In the 
colorful sled dog race it was a Canadian team 
that was victorious as Emile St. Godard, the 
veteran Manitoba musher, emerged as the 
victor over Leonhard Seppala of the United 
States… These two keen rivals, less than a 
minute and a half apart after the first twenty 
five miles yesterday, again staged a bitter 
battle on the second twenty five mile route 
today. St. Godard proved that his Russian 
Wolfhound-Malamutes were faster dogs 
when he finished first once more, compiling a 

total time of 4 hours, 27 
minutes, 12.5 seconds. 
Seppala, famous for 
his race with death to 
bring the antitoxin to 
Nome, was clocked in 
at 4 hours, 31 minutes, 
1.8 seconds for the fifty 
miles.”

Following St. Godard’s 
Olympic victory, Seppala 
acknowledged his rival’s 
superiority as a sled 
dog driver, returned 
to Alaska, and would 
never compete with him 
again. St. Godard was 
inducted to Canada’s 
Sports Hall of Fame in 
1952, four years after 
his death, where his 
biography reads in part: 
“St. Godard was known 
not only for his winning 
record, but also for his 
concern for the well-
being of his dogs. He 
once withdrew from a 
race just after reaching 
the homestretch because 
his dogs were cutting 
their paws on the jagged 
ice that covered the trail. 
In the end, he preferred 
to relinquish a victory 
than cause harm to his 
huskies. Legend has it that his dogs derived 
their incredible speed and stamina from a 
steady diet of Lake Winnipeg Goldeye fish. 
Proving that they were more than just a team, 
St. Godard fondly referred to this canine clan 
as his ‘family.’ He received a citation from the 
Canadian Federation of Humane Societies for 
his kindness and concern for his dogs.”

In 1934, when Toby died from peritonitis at 
the age of nine, major newspapers in Canada 

and the United States ran obituaries for the 
legendary half-husky, half-greyhound sled 
dog. Devastated by the death of his devoted 
friend, to whom he credited his victories, 
St. Godard retired from sled dog racing. 
Less than 15 years later, in 1948, Emile St. 
Godard died in The Pas at the age of 42. He 
had continued to be such a well-respected 
figure that The New York Times published a 
lengthy obituary and Time magazine called 
him the “onetime king of dog-team racers” 
in its Milestones column. In 1956, Emile St. 
Godard was inducted posthumously into 
Canada’s Sports Hall of Fame. When he was 
inducted into the Manitoba Sports Hall of 
Fame in 2007, he was still the only sled dog 
racer to ever be recognized by either the 
national or provincial awards.

Helen Hegener is the author of over a dozen 
books on Alaskan history, including Alaskan 
Roadhouses, Alaska Sled Dog Tales, The 
Yukon Quest Trail, and The First Iditarod. 
Her website is northernlightmedia.com
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St. Godard and his beloved lead dog, Toby. St. Godard retired from 
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Tony Angelo's impressive group of big Sibs blasted out of 
the starting chute to kick off the 12th running of the Gin 
Gin 200 sled dog race at Paxson, Alaska. Eleven more 

teams would soon follow Tony into the open Alpine country of the 
eastern Denali Highway. It was a small field of teams competing 
in a race in the middle of nowhere.

It wasn't always that way. A few short years past, Paxson was a 
thriving community of forty-five souls.

Today, Paxson Lodge, once the vibrant hub, is now a forlorn derelict. 
A curtain flaps in the light breeze through a broken upstairs window. 
A four-wheel drive chevy is up to its hubs in the unplowed parking 
lot. No one lives in “Paxson” these days. The closest resident in a half-
dozen miles down the road. There are just three people who now call 
the area home. 

There are no spectators to watch the excited dogs getting ready to 
run, but the racers and the volunteers are undeterred. A sled dog race 
is always exciting! This race is about the dogs rather than the folks that 
might watch. Long-distance dog racing is not necessarily a spectator 
sport. One sees them go--- and if patience and luck would have it, one 
might catch a favorite team coming back across the finish line in the 
middle of the night.

Five volunteers were at the start to manage the race. It was basically 
the same crew of the past three seasons; all experienced, competent 
trail folks with good equipment. The parking area was empty within 
a few minutes. Snowmobiles were loaded with food drops and dog 
kennels and three machines hit the trail behind the dogs; headed for 
Alpine Creek Lodge some seventy miles from the intersection of the 
Denali and Richardson Highways. 

The Denali is closed from the end of September through the middle 
of May. A sign at the entry warns travelers not to use the road. “If you 
must use this road”, the sign declares, “be prepared for extreme cold 
and very windy conditions.” Competitors from past Gin Gin races can 
attest to that!

One of the dog drivers told me at the start of the race that he was 
cautioned not to come to the Gin Gin. “It will be fifty below with a 
howling wind!” Not this year. The start was a pleasant minus ten, 
sunny and windless. A dozen twelve-dog teams with their drivers and 
three support machines were soon on the trail. 

Dogs move surprisingly fast. The support crew was loaded and 
underway less than an hour after the teams, but it was Tangle Lakes, 
twenty miles along, before we passed the last of the teams. The 
Siberians were still up near the front. 

Two days previous, the track had been a packed trench through 
eighteen inches of powder, but the day previous had seen one of the 
infamous Denali howlers. Trail surface was now polished, intersected 
with hard-packed drifts. A half-buried pick-up in the road near Tangle 
Lakes was testimony to the suddenness of the Denali storms. The 
truck won't be freed until the May thaw. The dogs negotiated the route 
around the truck and continued up and over the Maclaren Summit; 
the second highest highway pass in Alaska. 

The race trail follows the Denali Highway to it's only checkpoint at 
Alpine Creek. Enroute, the highway traverses three separate summits; 
climbing and then dropping a little over one thousand feet between 
each. In spite of the climbs, Kristy Berrington's team was in Alpine 
at a speed of almost ten mph. More teams followed within the hour, 
with only Tony Angelo opting to turn back near the Maclaren Summit. 

The weather at Alpine was nearly identical to that of Paxson, but 
the racers had dipped through minus 30's in the Tangle Lakes and 
Maclaren River valleys. The Gin Gin 200 requires teams to take ten 
hours of layover time. The three legs of the race course are essentially 
equal, so most of the drivers opt for a five or six hour rest at the first 
Alpine stop. The second leg loops out and returns to Alpine. Teams 
must carry their required gear, but may leave dogfood for the last stop. 
The trail crew carries cooker fuel for the teams and a thirty pound 
food drop. 

Alpine Creek Lodge is known as a dog friendly place. Many Iditarod 
and Yukon Quest teams do their early training along the western side 
of the Denali Highway and utilize the services at Alpine. The Gin Gin 
reserves a couple of cabins for the racing teams and the Lodge, which 
is a full-service facility, provides complimentary soup and a warm 
hospitality!

Kristy held a ten minute lead leaving Alpine for the first time. That 
edge was not to hold. Berrington and her kennel partner, Andy Pohl, 
chose to rest for five hours. Wade Marrs and his partner, Sophie 
DeBruin, took an extra hour and that hour paid dividends. When all 
teams had returned to the checkpoint, Marrs and Debruin had almost 
twenty minutes on the rest of the field. 

The Berrington team was holding on to third, but the teams of 
MyDzung Osmar and Ben Goode were pressing. There were few 
dropped dogs. When the last team departed Alpine, there would be 
twelve dogs to transport back to Paxson. Rob Tasso, long-time Gin Gin 
volunteer, carried them all; making the one hundred and forty mile 
round trip twice. 

Gin Gin 200
by John Schandelmeier
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The majority of the remaining mushers were able to leave the Alpine 
checkpoint in daylight hours. Marrs, DeBruin, Berrington, Osmar 
and Goode left in about a half-hour span. Andy Pohl, Jacob Heigers, 
Fabien Cayers-Barrioz, Melissa Schenke, and Fabien Schmitz rounded 
out the field. The weather remained stable, though a bit chillier. Ten 
below still at Alpine, colder in the valleys and now near minus thirty 
at the finish line.

Zoya DeNure manned the time clock at the finish line. Wade and 
Sophie were the first to arrive. An hour later MyDzung crossed the 
line with Ben Goode close on her heels. Berrington, Heigers, Cayers-
Barrioz, Schenke and Schmitz soon followed. By early Sunday morning 
only Andy Pohl remained on the trail. Andy had a few tired dogs and 
thus decided a break ten miles from the finish was in the best interest 
of the team. 

The 200 trail was one of the better in recent years. Stable weather 
and a hard-pack track contributed to a relatively bunched group of 
mushers at the finish. Clear skies and a nearly full moon along with 
a sparkling Aurora made the evening run to the finish a pleasant one. 

2017 Gin Gin 20o Results
Wade Marrs:           31:46
Sophie DeBruin:        31:47
MyDzung Osmar:       32:45
Ben Goode:            32:54
Kristy Berrington:       33:32
Jacob Heigers:          35:27
Fabien Cayers-Barrioz    35:34
Melissa Schenke:        36:16
Fabien Schmitz:         36:17
Andy Pohl;             43:00

Purse was $2500.00 plus a 500 bootie donation from Kipmik Products 
Inc.
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photos and descriptions by Rémy Coste

(Bloch Kennel)
She’s my main leader but also my everyday 
buddy. She’s always watching what I’m doing. 
She’s the mother of 90% of the team. Calm, 
never tired, a main dog in the team.  

Kruger
{55 lbs}

♀

4 yrs
leader

My dogs are from sprint lines of euro-hounds and scandinavian hounds. My main 
breeding male Woody has run the 6-dog sprint with Julie Bloch - many time French 
Champion [editor’s note: the Bloch kennel was featured in "SuperDogs" in Issue #166].

The siblings of Kruger my breeding female are running in Julie’s team who became 
IFSS 6 dogs sprint world champion in 2015. Those dogs are from Egil Ellis bloodlines.

Those dogs are fast and powerful by nature. You just have to work endurance and they 
can stand a longer distance. They can lope for 70km and run 100 km training session. 
They are at ease on 30 km stage as well as the long 80 km stages of La Grande Odyssee.

My dogs are very close to me and need a lot of attention. I have to be very careful with 
keeping high attitude to go. I spend a lot of time playing with them as well as doing free-
run trainings so that they never get bored.

Rémy Coste is the 2016 La 
Grande Odyssée Savoie Mont 
Blanc champion, and recently 
claimed 2nd place in the 2017 
race. He is the first musher to 
win with sprint bloodlines. La 
Grande Odyssée Savoie Mont 
Blanc is known as the toughest 
stage race on earth. (More info 
and photos from this year's race 
can be found on pages 11-13.)

“

”

rémy  coste

(Daniel Mellina)
The only nordic dog in the team. She often runs in lead 
during La Grande Odyssée because you need an accurate 
command leader. That’s what she is. A main dog in my team.

Pepsi
{51 lbs}

♀

5 yrs
leader

(Sylvain Flachaire)
Dynamic and motivated, she ran in lead in her first racing 
season. With her sister Mirage, she is very close to my son Axel. 
She runs in my team when she is not with him.

Jet
{48 lbs}

♀

2 yrs
leader
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Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Mirage (Rémy Coste)
A very powerful dog with a lot of endurance. He loves to 
slide into my sleeping bag during the bivouac of La Grande 
Odyssee at the 2000m altitude Mont Cenis pass.

Ouragan
{50 lbs}

♂

4 yrs
wheel

Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Mirage (Rémy Coste)
The smallest dog of the kennel but also the most 
energetic and a very accurate command leader. 
I lost her once and we found her 5 days later, 50 
kilometers away. She was running back and forth 
from the start and the arrival of the first stage of La 
Grande Odyssée in Les Carroz.

Cliff
{40 lbs}

♀

4 yrs
leader

Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Mirage (Rémy Coste)
As her name says it (tornado), she is full of energy. 
Like her mother, she’s grabs you by the arm to 
bring you where she wants you to go.

TORNADE
{48 lbs}

♀

4 yrs
leader
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Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Kruger (Bloch)
Despite being the biggest and most powerful 
dog in the team, he never gets tired. Always 
loping no matter how tough the trail is.

Raven
{65 lbs}

♂

2 yrs
wheel

Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Kruger (Bloch)
Very powerful dog, and he makes a perfect duo 
with Raven. On his first Grande Odyssee, he ran 
all the stages.

Scott
{60 lbs}

♂

2 yrs
wheel

Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Kruger (Bloch)
At first he had a hard time pacing him and was 
unable to go longer than 30 km. With a lot of 
training, he now runs smoothly over 80km long 
stages.

Ghost
{60 lbs}

♂

2 yrs
wheel

Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Kruger (Bloch)
Powerful and with a great will to go, he works in 
pair with Ghost. One of the only dogs that can’t 
remain calm at starts. If we don’t pay attention, 
he would pull on the line to have the whole 
team going back.

Captain
{60 lbs}

♂

2 yrs
team

EtoiLe
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Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Kruger (Bloch)
Another very energetic dog. Once he has 
crossed the finish line, he sits very proud as if he 
didn’t run. He seems to say “when do we start 
again?”

Volt
{60 lbs}

♂

2 yrs
team

Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Kruger (Bloch)
A replica of her mother Kruger, but more 
powerful. She doesn’t like to be around puppies 
and she sticks around my legs to ask for 
protection.

Winter
{55 lbs}

♀

2 yrs
team

Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Kruger (Bloch)
A daughter of Kruger, she’s learning the job to one day replace 
her. Very clever and curious, when in swing, her goal is to pass 
the leaders. It gives a lot of boost to the team, but also puts a lot 
of pressure on the leaders. She might run in lead in the 2017 
Grande Odyssée.

EtoiLe
{48 lbs}

♀

2 yrs
swing

Woody (Klaus Starflinger) x Kruger (Bloch)
Very athletic dog and for sure the toughest head 
in the kennel in lead or in swing. He sets a fast 
pace during a whole stage. Definitely my main 
leader.

Mc FLy
{57 lbs}

♂

2 yrs
main leader
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